How to Clean a Recorder

Step 1: Remove Mouthpiece
Twist and pull the mouthpiece. If it’s stuck, ask for help.

Step 2: Clean Mouthpiece
Put the cleaning cloth in the end of the mouthpiece that has a bigger opening. Make the cloth go in and out three times.

Step 3: Clean the Body
Put the cleaning cloth in the end of the body that has a bigger opening. DO NOT try to put the cloth in the small end - it won’t fit and the stick might break.

Step 4: Put Recorder Together
Push and twist the mouthpiece and body to put them back together.

Step 5: Line Up the Holes
Line up the top fingerling hole with the window (square hole in the mouthpiece).

http://edtech2.boisestate.edu/ferdons/506/cleanrec/cr_start.htm